SmartST XL Wall 82 1xLED GI

Can be used with:
- Smart 82 (IP*) LED GE
- Smart 82 adjustable LED GE

Cannot be used with:
- Smart 82 (IP) warmdim LED GE
- Smart 82 adjustable warmdim LED GE

*In combination with Smart Surface Tubed wall = IP20

PULL WIRES TO BACKSIDE FOR EASE OF INSTALLATION

Connect dim-wiring for:
- 128463XX
- 128462XX

Red = +
Black = -
Grey = LS
Red = DA1
Black = DA2

1-10V DRIVER INCLUDED
(SCREWS NOT INCLUDED)

500mA DRIVER INCLUDED

Install: Twist clockwise
Uninstall: Twist counterclockwise

Always respect polarity of 1-10V signal

1-10V Dimmer or Potentiometer